Mi-8MTV-1/VIP configuration/factory No.97047

- Mi-8/Mi-17 are the most in-demand helicopters in the world for VIP transportation
- More than 12,000 helicopters of Mi-8/17 type were produced

General Information

- Positive experience of wide operation of Mi-8/Mi-17 type helicopters
- Enhanced performance
- High reliability in extreme conditions (Mountains/Deserts/Plains/Marine climate/North areas)
- Cost effectiveness, simplicity in operation and maintenance
- Convenient dimensions of a passenger cabin of the medium helicopter
- Worldwide operation (the most popular twin-engine helicopter)

Time since new (TSN): 119 hours
Address: PJSC "Kazan Helicopters"
MI-8MTV-1 HELICOPTER IS USED FOR TRANSPORTATION OF FOUR VIP PASSENGERS, FOUR ACCOMPANYING PEOPLE, AS WELL AS ONE FLIGHT ATTENDANT
Mi-8MTV-1/VIP configuration/factory
No.97047
LIST OF INSTALLED EQUIPMENT

Mi-8MTV-1/VIP configuration/factory
No.97047

Flight and navigation equipment
Altimeter VD-10VK ser. 2
Gyrohorizon AGB-ZK ser. 3
Climb indicator VAR-30MK ser.4
Magnetic compass KI-13
Pitot PVD-6M
Readiness signal unit BSG
Air speed indicator US-450K ser. 2
Compass system GMK-1A
Autopilot AP-34B ser.2
IAS Controller KZSP
Limit bank comparison unit BSPK-1
Multipurpose communication unit UNS-K
Horizontal situation indicator PNP-72-15
Correction switch VK-53-ERV
Air signal system AD32.32.53F.28.1VR
Air temperature sensor 103-00034

Avionics
Radio station Prima-KV
Radio station Orlan-85ST
Radio compass APK-15M
Radio altimeter A-037 var.9
Interphone system SPU-7
Interphone system SPU-15
VOR/ILS radio range finder VND-94
VOR/LOK short range navigation system VIM-95-10
Voice warning system Almaz-UPM
Tape recorder P-507M
Responder SO-96
Locator transmitter ARM-406P
Emergency locator transmitter PARM-406A
Ground proximity warning system TTA-12N
Onboard satellite navigation equipment BPSN-2 with indicator TDS-84
Multifunctional display TDS-56D
Weather radar 38A-813C ser. 4 with information presentation on TDS-56 D
Control panel TDC-17M

Power plant, transmission
Engine TV3-117VM ser.02
Main gearbox VR-14
Auxiliary power unit SAFIR 5K/G MI
The following additional services are available under separate agreements:

- Installation of additional optional equipment to extend functional capabilities of the helicopter;
- Helicopter life cycle support;
- Training of flight and technical personnel in a certified aviation training center on Mi-8/17 type helicopter and/or training simulator to perform transition training and/or professional development and exercise actions in emergency situations;
- Supply of spare parts, GSE and test equipment;
- Delivery of helicopter by air anywhere in the world.

For acquisition please contact:

Maxim Prokhorov
Head of International Sales
m.prohorov@rhc.aero